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LENDING

A tech firm with an NBFC
licence: how Apollo Finvest
reinvented legacy in two
years
Apollo Finvest, in its new avatar, is trying to change the
fintech-lending landscape with its tech-first approach.
But its high default-guarantee norm and fintech firms’
ambition to go it alone once they reach scale may come
in the way. The company should also prepare in case the
regulator raises data-privacy concerns around digital
lending and asks other uncomfortable questions.
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Diksha Nangia, CFO and director, Apollo Finvest, and its CEO
Mikhil Innani. Image credit: Apollo Finvest
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ikhil Innani is a self-confessed tech geek. But
the PharmEasy co-founder, despite his
“obsession with technology”, never imagined

himself stepping into the financial-services space even
though it ran in the family.
But blood is thicker than water. It was proved once again.
In December 2017, Innani, who worked as a directorproduct at Hotstar after quitting PharmEasy, decided to
join Apollo Finvest, a publicly listed NBFC his late father
set up almost 35 years ago.
Innani took over the day-to-day operations from his
mother, Anju Innani, who was running the company for
over 20 years. Apollo Finvest, a low-key NBFC till then,
started to reinvent itself with a technology-first
approach and thought process. In two years, it has made
its place in the fintech-lending ecosystem in the
country. Its platform enables fintech firms to o!er
digital-loan products to their end-customers. Apollo
Finvest’s fintech partners “can mix and match to create
loan products specifically tailored to their business
model”.
“If you are a digital-lending startup, there is no way that
you haven’t heard about Apollo Finvest” – the standard
answer one gets from most fintech founders and senior
executives. One of the early partners to come on board
was Sequoia-funded BharatPe, now a payments
heavyweight. Today, Apollo Finvest works with almost
25-30 fintech-lending startups, including MoneyTap,
Avail Finance, Instamojo, Razorpay, Open, and ecommerce giant Flipkart.
Through its fintech-lending partnerships, the company
has disbursed INR1,500 crore loans since April 2018,
when Innani formally joined as CEO.
“People new in the lending space have the revolver, but
they don’t have the bullets – an NBFC licence to prove
that the customer is lendable, and they can make money.
In the payments ecosystem, everyone knows Apollo
Finvest. Easiest way to start lending is [through] Apollo
Finvest,” says digital-lending head at a fintech company
on the condition of anonymity.
At a time when the Covid-19 pandemic is tearing the
lending business apart, Apollo Finvest is adding a new
set of customers to its kitty and is trying out ways to ride
the storm – all with a tech-first approach.
But how did the idea of reinventing a legacy company
come up?
Innani says while working at PharmEasy, he saw many
instances where pharmacists were struggling to get
access to capital to grow. There are 10,000 NBFCs in the
country and everybody knows how to lend, but nobody
understands technology or alternate data, and work very
closely with established names like PharmEasy, Zomato,
or Swiggy. The traditional lenders fail to understand the
concept of cloud kitchen or delivery business. They don’t
lend to them.
“This is where the thought process of Apollo Finvest
started that there needs to be somebody in the digitallending world who is an NBFC with a technology-first
approach rather than just lending,” Innani tells ET
Prime. He points out that access to formal credit in India
is not easy, and it can onlybe solved digitally going
forward.
So, what’s making Apollo Finvest tick?
Plug-n-play lending, a key selling point
In his eight-year journey in the startup ecosystem,
Innani spent time with fintech companies to understand
what is working and what’s not. “Everything was great
but the challenge was equity capital wasn’t the answer to
the lending business. These companies wanted someone
to have tech understanding and solutions, along with a
[NBFC] licence. There is no one ready to back lending
startups when they are starting up.”
Apollo Finvest, which calls itself the AWS for lending,
started powering digital-lending companies by making
“the whole experience into a plug-and-play API.”
According to the company, it takes 48 hours for any
company to integrate with Apollo Finvest systems and
start o!ering digital loans to their customers, as
opposed to traditional lender partnership, which takes
anywhere between six months and nine months.
The biggest challenge with a traditional lender is that it
ends up becoming a lead-generation model. The
traditional lender in the back-end decides whether to
give the loan or not, and controls the process tightly.
“Because of which, fintechs’ brand reputation is at risk.
They spend millions in marketing campaign, but the
customer experience and their ratings su!er,” he
believes.
The Apollo Finvest experience is completely whitelabelled, which according to Innani, fintech partners
like. “You will never see the brand of Apollo Finvest and
it is completely the brand of the fintech. There is zero
paperwork that we do in any digital loan that we
process.”
Apollo Finvest, apart from lending, also o!ers
technology solutions for compliance, reporting,
litigation, better underwriting, and credit report to its
fintech partners.
“We have disbursement APIs, collection APIs, even the
loan-management system that is being used by some of
these [partner] companies, that is kind of a SaaS
o!ering,” Innani adds.

But does Apollo Finvest’s business model have enough
firepower to o!set the risks associated with lending?
Does it have a luring proposition for the fintech lenders?
The balancing act
Even though an NBFC, for Apollo Finvest, a chunk of the
revenue flows from technology and API solutions and
loan-management system. “We are a tech company with
an NBFClicence and that reflects in our financial
statements, too. Currently, 70% of our revenue comes
from our technology platform, while only 30% is interest
income.”
On the lending side, the company follows a FLDG (firstloss default guarantee) model – a popular way of
protecting the interest of the lender in case of a default.
In the fintech ecosystem, even traditional lenders (banks
and NBFCs) usually work at around 20% FLDG -- if the
lender is providing a credit line worth, say INR100 crore
to a fintech company, it takes INR20 crore upfront in the
form of demand draft/bank guarantees.
“If the customer defaults, then Apollo either adjusts
from the revenue share or takes money from the
guarantee that was given to it,” explains a senior
executive of a digital-lending startup, which once
worked with Apollo Finvest.
Since Apollo works with fintech startups in the high-risk
category, it looks at more than 50%-60% FLDG, and in
some deals, it is even more.
“We are getting to a much deeper engagement with a
partner. We work at 20% FLDG only with a company
with whom we are working for a good amount of time,
have a lot of data on their portfolio, and [feel] very
comfortable,” Innani informs.
Another safety net that works for Apollo is the nature of
the partner companies – mostly funded by big venturecapital (VC) funds. “Majority are VC-funded company in
India, and the global lending companies that we work
with have to be recommended/funded by the likes of
Sequoia, Beenext, Omidyar, etc. It’s a close-knit
network,” he claims.
For most NBFCs, interest income makes for almost 90%
of the revenue and 10% comes from processing fees, etc.
When fintech companies work with traditional lenders,
they typically lend to their customers at 24%-25%
annual rate of interest.But in the end, they merely make
1%-1.5%.There is a processing fees of 3%-4% as
well.But NBFCs take away either half or all of it. So, netnet fintech companies end up making 2%-2.5% on each
lending . “Imagine that fintechs spend so much on the
customer acquisition and the traditional players (banks
and NBFCs) approve [only] some percentage of loans –
only 2% commission is a disaster," Innani says.
Apollo Finvest says it lends to its fintech partners at an
interest rate of anywhere between 18% and 20% on an
annualised basis. It claims that it doesn’t charge any
processing fee, as the process is completely digital. This
allows the fintechs to make almost 6%.
“We save a lot on paperwork and other costs like manual
and processing cost. So, we pass on the cost [benefits] to
the fintechs. From unit-economics perspective, it makes
a lot of sense to the digital-lending companies,” Innani
elaborates.

On the technology-solutions side (which reflects under
the company’s fees and commission income), Apollo
keeps a minimum billing criterion, INR1.5 lakh a month.
“That’s very minimum because people use so many
di!erent services of ours, including loan-management
software. Fintechs can go beyond that because they use
multiple tech and services. Our average billing for most
of our partners is 3-4x than that (approximately INR5
lakh-INR6 lakh),” Innani shares.
Because it has “a lot of understanding and data” due to
the “so many partnerships it has done in this sector”,
Apollo helps its partners with the credit policy, pricing,
and structuring of the deals.
“We make the entire structure, where the money is
flowing in such a way that the first right is with the NBFC
in this entire process because this whole business
underwrites on the fact that as long as the opposite
merchant partner is making money, everything is going
as per plan; and the fall side on the receivables should be
with the NBFC because all the money is flowing through
an escrow account. On those escrow accounts, we have
built API layers on top.”
This is how the process works, as explained by Innani.

After a plug-n-play API integration, fintech partners
do a credit-level integration, where we do credit
bureau reports and analysis etc. for them.
When the flow is decided, an escrow account is set up
and a payment gateway is put in place.
From collection standpoint, when something is not
working due to whatever reasons like the current
[Covid-19] situation, we have alternate avenues of
collection. For players like Instamojo and BharatPe,
people usually don’t have an app on their phones. So,
we allow users to pay in INR2,000-INR5,000 EMIs by
clicking on a link that they receive, which can be
opened in an app like Paytm or any app, which are
built on top of the Bharat Bill Payment System. It’s
more like paying EMIs like we pay phone bills. The
user experience is very smooth.
Just for months ago, Apollo launched its own loanmanagement system. A traditional loan-management
system costs more than a crore annually and that is
too costly for startups. Our system cost INR75,000INR1 lakh a month. It supports every kind of loan you
can imagine.

Innani claims that at least eight partners are using its
loan-management system.
The company also work with third-party technology
partners for APIs for digital KYC (know your customer),
alternate data underwriting, bank statement analysis,
etc. “We do work with a long list of third-party partners
and leave it to our partners to pick and choose from
external APIs or Apollo Finvest APIs. For disbursement
API, we have integration with Razorpay and Cashfree;
for collection API, Razorpay, and Setu are some of our
partners. There is a sharing model, wherein if our
partner is using third-party API, then some margin is
passed. They give us pricing according to the Apollo
number of partners and its scale,” Innani informs.
An o"cial of a company, which o!ers third-party
solutions to Apollo Finvest, says, “As it has the benefit of
working with multiple fintech companies, Apollo is
acting like a Walmart – collaborating with multiple
stakeholders because there is bulk o!ering. It has scale –
if there are 100,000 applications for one fintech, 25
fintechs on average brings scale of 2,500,000
applications. That’s how Apollo is able to negotiate
pricing with third-party providers. For example, it buys
my services at INR5 and o!er them to the fintechs at
INR15 – that’s also how they make money.”
In 2018, a Boston Consulting Group survey pegged the
size of Indian digital-lending market at about USD75
billion, up from USD9 billion in 2012. It estimated the
total retail loans which could be disbursed digitally in
the next five years at over USD1 trillion. Being a part of
this growth story, Apollo Finvest is flourishing, as
reflected in its financials. But it needs to be mindful of
the challenges that may spring surprises.
What can spoil the party
Apollo Finvest competes with the likes of DMI Finance,
an NBFC founded in 2008 that clocked INR384 crore in
revenues in FY19. According to industry sources, DMI is
currently working with almost 40-60 fintech partners.
ZestMoney is one of its most prominent partners.
“Mikhil’s aspiration is to become the AWS of lending. He
says he will give both credit and technology support; all a
new lending platform will have to focus on is customer
acquisition, an area where Apollo doesn’t want to get
involved,” says the digital-lending executive quoted
earlier.
But the likes of Apollo Finvest and DMI Finance face
multiple challenges.
Dictating terms: High FLDG remains a concern. The
digital-lending executive recalls that Apollo asked for
30% FLDG from his company.
“With that kind of FLDG, one can acquire an NBFC
licence. We didn’t initially agree to that but later Apollo
came back to us and we partnered. I know of few fintechs
working with them on 100% FLDG. If you give 10%-20%
FLDG, then also they poke their nose in every single case
and the approval rates [for lending] go down. Data
privacy, dispute resolution are other areas [of concern],”
the executive adds.
On digital lending, the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI)
main concern right now is data privacy, says Shilpa
Mankar Ahluwalia, partner at law firm Shardul
Amarchand Mangaldas. Due to the current situation and
unethical collection strategies doing the rounds, the
regulator will try to know how these companies are
using customer data, how do they take consent from
borrowers etc. “This is completely a new practice that is
emerging quite strongly in the digital-lending space,
from the regulatory standpoint,” she adds.
Competition: Once fintech companies achieve scale, they
usually go for their own NBFC licence. This had
happened in the case of MoneyTap, ZestMoney, and few
others. A few fintech companies eventually shut shop
after few years of operation. This poses a significant
challenge to companies like Apollo Finvest. “These
companies work on a hope that if this scenario arises,
there will be newer companies that will emerge in this
space,” the digital-lending executive believes.
Innani is, however, bullish. He says digital loans have
just started in the country and it will be a huge market.
“Apples and Amazons of the world are thinking how
they can control the entire value chain because they
understand their customer as they have so much data.
And, they don’t want to remain dependent on traditional
lenders. So, they come to us.”
Innani further informs that while many fintech
companies might say there are multiple lenders in the
back-end, the reality is that only one-two partnerships
usually work. “For some partners, 100% of their
portfolio is on our books.”
Operational issues: A lean team (Apollo Finvest has only
a 22-member team with employee cost at INR58 lakh in
April-December 2019) might excite the techie in Innani
and VCs, but it is a problem for the partners. “There are
operational problems, issues with turnaround time, tech
integration, and resources. You really need one more
person bellow Mikhil and Diksha Nangia (CFO and
director at Apollo Finvest), as you can’t expect them to
be in every conversation,” the digital-lending executive
feels. “Mikhil is a techie and talks about APIs,
turnaround time, tech and other income, and not on
return on assets, bounce rate, etc.”
However, Innani boasts of the fact that the company has
“more partners than employees” and believes its tech is
such that “post integration, it’s hardly one-two
meetings [with the fintech partners] and the process is
all automated.”
The next phase of growth
The coronavirus pandemic has brought the lending
industry to a standstill. The situation will impact all
stakeholders, including Apollo Finvest. The 100% FLDG
model works perfectly for a situation like the present
one.
According to Mankar from Shardul Amarchand
Mangaldas, the FLDG model works for banks and NBFCs
and gives them the comfort that the fintech-lending
startups also have some skin in the game. After Covid19, the NBFCs have found themselves in a tight spot and
there is a lot of stress. “The challenge will come when an
NBFC wants to grow because growth capital will be
scarce.”
However, Innani believes these stressed times will scare
away many traditional lenders who forayed into the
fintech-lending space recently. Once stress surfaces on
the collection side, the FLDG agreements will start
rolling in. The amount will be unprecedent, and that will
create panic. “Hence, it is very important to be
extremely cautious when partnering with fintech,”
Innani says.
During these times, Apollo Finvest has started
witnessing interest from newer segments.
“A lot of education companies, bike-rental companies,
property-management firms, which give out
o"ces/accommodation on rent, are approaching us.
Because of Covid-19, a big trust deficit has formed,”
Innani tells ET Prime.
There are instances where people who have taken a bike
on rent are throwing it on the third month; there are
stories that people are not ready to leave a shared
accommodation. A lot of these companies have reached
out to Apollo to convert their agreements into a proper
loan agreement. Usually, furniture-rental companies file
a legal case if you fail to pay rental, but it’s not very
powerful because it’s not a loan.
“Suddenly, these companies are realising that it is
important to have a proper leasing agreement in this
scenario. So, everything remains the same but the rental
payment that you are making every month becomes the
EMI.” In last two months, the company claims to have
onboarded eight customers on the other lines of
business. It did not name the companies, as these
partnerships are very new and integrations are being
done.
Apollo Finvest has also started separating its credit and
technology processes. Initially, it used to o!er
technology solutions to its fintech-lending partners.
Now, anyone can just purely use Apollo Finvest’s
technology as a SaaS service without the compulsion of
using the lending service. “With this, Apollo will not
only target just digital-lending companies, but also
traditional NBFCs and banks which are looking for better
tech in general,” Innani informs.
Two partners are already live on this.
“Mid-sized banks, cooperative banks, and traditional
NBFCs with INR500 crore AUM (assets under
management) are the people who we are targeting with
our solutions. We are purposely going slow here because
there are large agreements and we are investing a lot of
time in partnering, transitioning, and handholding,” he
adds. “Going forward, this will grow significantly.”
Over the next few months, the company expects that
number of partnerships from new verticals and puretech partnerships will grow to 40-45.
The bottom line
Innani believes Apollo Finvest is a small player and
digital lending has just begun to play out in India. “We
will see too many infrastructure players who will just
provide all the pieces required for lending in the next 10
years in India.”
He feels there will be a whole bank that will do just this
in India –something like US-based Cross River Bank,
which powers digital-lending arms of popular
companies.
But remember, in India, RBI is the one that decides what
will work and what won’t. As an industry insider puts it,
“You never know if tomorrow RBI says partnership
model is fine but why the company does not have its
direct-lending channel, too.” Innani has a ready answer,
“The biggest reason fintechs come to us is that they
don’t fear competition in us.”
But for a fintech to become a billion-dollar business, the
ecosystem needs to grow first.
(Graphics by Sadhana Saxena)
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